CROWN / SALISBURY UNITED
FUNDAMENTALS PROGRAM INFO
Our FUNDAMENTALS program is for kids 2-6 years old.
This is a group activity designed for kids learn the fundamentals of the game of
soccer while also having fun! Kids will learn fundamentals, play soccer related
games, and do other fun activities. This program is ideal for kids trying soccer
for the first time, as well as kids already playing that just want to stay active!
-

Each Session starts at the beginning of each month
Every Tuesday and Thursday at 10:30 AM and 5:30 PM*
Every Saturday at 8:30 AM for 2-3 year olds
Every Saturday at 9:30 AM for 4-6 year olds
Held indoors on one of our turf fields – rain or shine!
Program continues all year round
Attend unlimited sessions for $49 per month per child!

Annual registration fee is $35. This includes a FUNDAMENTALS t-shirt.
Players will need sneakers or turf shoes.

These are available for purchase at Crown.
*Select dates missed due to Holidays and Tournaments.

CROWN / SALISBURY UNITED
FUNDAMENTALS OVERVIEW
Our FUNDAMENTALS program introduces kids ages 2-6 to soccer and helps them fall in love with the
game! This is a year-round monthly membership program that includes multiple opportunities every
week (5 to be exact) for your child to play soccer in a fun yet structured environment. Come up to 5
times per week for one low monthly price! The program is intended to be fun first and foremost, with a
handful of activities and games with and without soccer balls. All of our FUNDAMENTALS programs are
instructed by experienced and knowledgeable coaches, under the direction of SUSC’s Player
Development Coach, Paul McGladdery.
FUNDAMENTALS groups include kids 2-6 years old. Based on attendance any given week groups will be
split into skill and age groups. The goal of the FUNDAMENTALS Program is to provide the best soccer
development experience for our children, in the most fun environment, so they can learn to love the
game and reach their maximum potential. To attain this objective, the program aims to instill an
atmosphere of Enthusiasm and Appreciation for the sport of soccer, to promote good sportsmanship,
and to create the foundation for the Technical, Tactical, Physical, and Psychological attributes
necessary to become quality soccer players. Oh...and if we haven’t already said it, for your child to
have FUN.
Kids that want more soccer will have the opportunity for plenty more! We offer a
Recreational/Developmental league for kids 3-10 years old and can be played simultaneously with
being in our year-round FUNDAMENTALS program. We also offer player development pathways to our
Club and Travel teams for players (and parents) interested!

